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Clarification 1: Gas Generators, MVP Bags and Transport Stands 

 
 
Please, find the following clarification in regard to GG`s, MVP Bags and Transport Stands: 

Question: 

“Can you confirm if stands and bags are available for the Gas Generators and if so do we have 
to price the purchase of those separately, or can we state that our individual GG offer prices 
includes eustream providing the stand and bag that the GG is currently stored in/on?” 

 Answer: 

The Promoter confirms that Gas Generators (GG) and MVP Bags and also Transport Stands 
are intended for sale as separate items, and thus are to be priced separately. It means that 
GG`s, MVP Bags and Transport Stands may be sold to different Buyers. Therefore, the price 
offered for GG should not include price for MVP Bag and Transport Stand but they both should 
be assured by the Buyer in case the Buyer`s Bid is not successful in MVP Bag and Transport 
Stand items. 

After the Bids are submitted, the Promoter assumes to hold negotiations on Bids individually 
with each Bidder (who complies with participation conditions and submits Bid complying with 
requirements specified in Tender Specifications), where the question whether MVP Bags and 
Transport Stands should be items separate from GG`s or not, can be discussed whereas, upon 
results of such discussion, the list of items for sale can be modified and include both the MVP 
Bags and Transport Stands into the respective GG items. Subsequently, Bids should be 
updated with regard to such modification and just then, after updated Bids are submitted, we 
can open electronic auction. 

 

Best regards 

 

Martin Mikula 

Administrator 

 


